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Challenger GT AWD - A Stylish, Spacious Coupe

Continued from page 9
the car just didn’t feel planted to
the tarmac. So despite this being a muscle-car with all-wheel
drive, the Challenger GT AWD is
at its best when you just want a
lazy cruise.
For cruising around, the Challenger GT AWD is just ine. The
ride is comfortable, and you are
seated in a spacious, well-ap-

pointed cabin. I do like its infotainment system, which is clear
and easy to use – not something
I usually say about touchscreen
systems.
My biggest complaint about
this interior, has to do with the
seats – they look big and comfortable, but the cushion is very
short, so despite me not being
a tall person, I still had half my

thigh sticking past the seat. On a
long drive, this becomes quite annoying!
Also annoying, was its fuel
economy – despite this GT AWD
making do with a V6, it still
drank fuel like a V8! I averaged
11.4 L/100 km during my week
long test.
However, a car like the Challenger is not about economy, or

even comfort, it is about looking good, and that it does rather
well. The design hasn’t changed
all that much since it irst showed
up in concept form back in 2006,
but it has aged well, and the few
updates it has received along the
way, only help increase its curb
appeal.
Prices are appealing, too. The
Challenger GT AWD starts from

$38,895 – that is a lot less than
what most all-wheel drive coupes
demand from their would-be
owners!
If you’re a keen driver, the
Challenger isn’t for you, at least,
not this GT AWD variant. But,
if you need a stylish, spacious
coupe, that you can use all year
long, than this might appeal to
you!

Car Care: Canadians Value Function Over Flash Says Survey
CAMBRIDGE: CarGurus, a
leading online automotive marketplace, today released a survey
uncovering what Canadians prioritize when it comes to vehicle
upkeep. The survey’s indings
showed that Canadian car owners care most about keeping their
cars performing well and lasting
long.
There’s no shortage of Canadian car pride : When it comes
to car care it’s not about keeping that new car smell, it’s about
keeping that new car driving.
When asked what they are most
proud of about their car, 49 per
cent said how well it runs as op-

posed to aesthetics like its cleanliness or exterior appearance.
• 62 per cent said they take a lot
of pride in their car and its condition.
• 30 per cent of Canadians say
personal pride is the top reason
they are motivated to keep their
car in good condition.
It’s not easy to say goodbye:
Most Canadians don’t want to
think about a new car until they
have to.
When asked which factor
would mostly likely prompt
someone to consider buying a
new car, 76 per cent chose reliability.

Few respondents selected
choices like new model releases
(5 per cent) or dents and damaged
bodywork (5 per cent) as important factors.
All it takes for 7 per cent of Canadians to consider buying a new
car is for their current model to
stop feeling new or exciting.
This is a no smoking zone
Canadians are OK with a little
mess in their cars, but draw the
line at cigarette smoke.
• 78 per cent of Canadians
would not let anyone smoke in a
newly purchased car.
• Only 9 percent were most
likely to forbid eating, followed

by pets (6 per cent) and kids (3
per cent).
Nearly one third of respondents
said they clean their car’s interior
less often than every 4 months.
Don’t judge a car by its clutter
Canadians take pride in their
car’s condition and notice if others do too.
• 45 per cent agree that they
judge a person by the state of
their car’s interior while just 21
per cent disagree.
• 33 per cent agree that they
judge a person by the condition
of their car’s exterior while just
24 per cent disagree.
“Buying a car is one of the

largest investments a person
makes, which motivates a lot of
people to do whatever they can
to increase the longevity of the
vehicle,” said Matt Smith, senior
editor for CarGurus. “This survey showed Canadians’ penchant
for maintaining performance and
their prioritization of reliability,
revealing a sense of pride in getting the most out of their investment.”
Methodology: The indings
are based on an online survey of
1,000 randomly selected Canadians, 18 years of age or older. It
was carried out by Google Surveys and issued in March 2018.

DIRECT NISSAN’S

SPRING SALE
GET OUR BEST SALE DEALS NOW, HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION

Get up to

$1500

MY CHOICE Cash Bonus
2018 VERSA NOTE

with Finance &
2018 SENTRA
Lease rates from
2017 QASHQAI CLEAROUT

0%

**

YOU GET: All-wheel Drive w/ Lock
Power Moonroof
Remote Start
Heated Steering Wheel
Heated Front Seats
A/C w/ Intelligent Climate Control
17” Alloys and More!

MSRP $29,571+hst+lic
SV AWD Model

DIRECT $
PRICE

25,000*

+HST
+LIC

DIRECT NISSAN - HIGHEST CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE
CALL US AT 905-812-8882
TOLL FREE 1.888.737-0552

2018 ALTIMA

2018 MAXIMA

2018 ROGUE

SEE OUR NEW
MIDNIGHT EDITION
OVER $13,000 OFF MSRP

Midnight Black 20” Alloys
Dark LED Headlamps
Black Step Rails
Midnight Edition All-Weather Floor Liners
Body Colored Grille & Bumpers
Black Exterior Badging

CONTACT OUR DEAL MAKERS

CLYDE MONISSE

KEYUL PATEL

JOHN REHMAN

SHAN SYED

General Sales Manager

Sales Manager

Finance Manager

Sales & leasing Consultant

*$25,000 with standard rate financing or leasing and eligible Loyalty program. ** $1500 MY CHOICE bonus on 2018 Altima and Maxima. 0% finance and lease rates starting at 0% on select 2018 Nissan models.
See Direct Nissan for complete details.

